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Executive summary

I In recent years, the EU has seen unprecedented levels of migration and a subsequent increase in asylum applications before returning to pre-crisis levels.

II In 2017, we published a report on the hotspots set up in Greece and Italy to act as first reception centres where arriving migrants are identified, registered and fingerprinted. The European Parliament endorsed its conclusions and asked us to consider a quick follow-up including an analysis of the relocation, asylum and return procedures.

III In this audit, we assessed whether the EU-funded support action for Greece and Italy had achieved its objectives and whether the asylum and return procedures were effective and swift. We also assessed whether the temporary emergency relocation schemes had achieved their targets and objective. We conclude that there are disparities between the objectives of the EU support and the results achieved. Even though the capacity of the Greek and Italian authorities has increased, implementation of the asylum procedures in Greece and Italy continues to be affected by long processing times and bottlenecks. As in the rest of the EU, returns from Greece and Italy are low.

IV We found that the recommendations in our 2017 special report had mostly been implemented, or were being implemented, and established the reasons where this was not the case. The registration and fingerprinting of migrants in the hotspots had improved significantly. However, the temporary emergency relocation schemes did not reach their targets and so did not effectively alleviate the pressure on the Greek and Italian asylum systems.

V We examined 20 EU support actions in Greece and Italy. Although they addressed the needs identified, we found weaknesses in their design. We also found that most of the projects we looked at had not fully achieved their targets. We considered the performance management framework and found that it was set up late and without targets. Moreover, not enough performance data was available.

VI We assessed the impact of EU support action at the national level by examining whether the asylum and return procedures had become more swift and effective. We found that the capacity to process asylum cases had increased in both Greece and Italy, but that it was still not sufficient to tackle the increasing backlog in Greece. Since there are fewer new applications in Italy, the backlog is decreasing, but there is insufficient capacity to process the high number of appeals to the first decision.
VII  Far fewer actual migrants are returned than return decisions made in both Greece and Italy, as in the EU as a whole. We identified reasons for this; for example: the length of time it takes to process asylum cases, insufficient capacity in detention centres, difficult cooperation with the migrants’ country of origin or migrants simply absconding once the decision is taken to return them.

VIII  Our main auditees were the European Commission, the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) and the European Border and Coast Guard Agency (commonly referred to as ‘Frontex’). In addition, we visited the national authorities, international and non-governmental organisations implementing EU-funded projects.

IX  As a result of our audit, we recommend that the EU Commission and the agencies:

— use lessons learned to build on experience for any possible voluntary relocation mechanism in the future;

— strengthen the management of emergency assistance and national programmes under the Asylum Migration and Integration Fund;

— enhance EASO’s operational support to asylum procedures;

— adjust Frontex’s return support and experts’ deployment in the hotspots;

— reinforce the management of the national asylum systems;

— support further national return procedures.
Introduction

01 In recent years, the EU has seen unprecedented levels of migration and a subsequent increase in asylum applications. The migration crisis peaked in 2015, when over 1 million people embarked upon the treacherous journey to Europe by sea, before returning to pre-crisis levels.

02 This surge in migration has challenged the EU framework on asylum, migration and external borders management. Established arrangements have come under heavy strain, even prompting their temporary suspension in some cases. Located on the frontline, Greece and Italy are disproportionately burdened.

03 With a view to addressing the crisis, the EU has devised several measures to supplement the funding provided to Member States under its migration management policy. These include the setting-up of “hotspots” and introduction of temporary relocation schemes. Furthermore, it has issued legislative proposals to overhaul the Common European Asylum System. At the heart of this reform lies the revision of the Dublin III mechanism which obliges asylum seekers to file an application in their country of first entry into the Union. Its proposed revision – the Dublin IV Regulation – includes a permanent relocation system to replace the temporary quota-based distribution schemes that expired in September 2017. The Council has not yet reached a consensus on this proposal.

04 The hotspot approach sees EU agencies (mainly EASO, Frontex and the European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation) assisting frontline Member States on the ground with identifying, registering, fingerprinting and debriefing of new arrivals, in order to ascertain those requiring international protection. Between 2015 and 2018, there were five hotspots in each of Greece and Italy (Figure 1). Due to low numbers of arrivals, the hotspot in Trapani was reconverted to a detention centre in October 2018.
Greece and Italy apply the hotspot approach differently. When registering and identifying irregular migrants, both record whether a new arrival intends to request international protection. In Italy, those who do are transferred by bus or boat to reception facilities across Italy. By contrast, following the EU-Turkey statement of 18 March 2016, migrants on the Greek islands (except for vulnerable people, family reunification cases and admissible Syrians) are obliged to remain on the hotspot island (under the so-called “geographical restriction”) throughout the entire asylum procedure, including any appeals (Figure 2).
06 The temporary relocation schemes were introduced by two Council decisions in September 2015\textsuperscript{1}. In operation between 24 March 2015 and 26 September 2017, the schemes aimed to relocate 160 000 migrants, based on quotas, in order to share the burden among Member States, thereby relieving the pressure on the countries of first entry.

07 An effective return policy is a necessary part of a comprehensive and legitimate migration policy. At the end of 2010, the EU Return Directive entered into force, setting common rules for the return of migrants staying irregularly. The Commission proposed a revision of this directive in September 2018\textsuperscript{2}.

---

\textsuperscript{1} Council Decision (EU) 2015/1523 of 14 September 2015 establishing provisional measures in the area of international protection for the benefit of Italy and of Greece, and Council Decision (EU) 2015/1601 of 22 September 2015 establishing provisional measures in the area of international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece (as amended by Council Decision (EU) 2016/1754 of 29 September 2016). The legality of these decisions was upheld in European Court of Justice ruling 2017/C 374/05 on the joined cases brought by Slovakia and Hungary against the Council.

The Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) provides the majority of EU funds for migration management. AMIF was set up for the 2014-2020 period to promote the efficient management of migration flows, and to implement and strengthen the EU’s common asylum and immigration policy.

Most AMIF funding is channelled through shared management to support the Member States’ multiannual national programmes. These programmes are co-financed by the Member States, who see to their preparation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation. In addition, AMIF resources fund emergency assistance. Managed either directly by the Commission or indirectly by international organisations, this is financed almost entirely by the EU budget.

EASO assists the Greek and Italian authorities on the basis of yearly operating plans. In 2018, in Greece, EASO helped register and process asylum applications at the border, and provided support to the regular asylum procedure, the appeal authorities and the Dublin Unit. In Italy, EASO informed migrants in hotspots about asylum, helped register asylum applications, and supported the national and territorial asylum commissions and the Dublin Unit.

In addition, EASO has been involved in strengthening the capacity of national asylum authorities, improving the reception system and protecting vulnerable groups, including unaccompanied minors.

When requested by Member States, Frontex coordinates the return of irregular migrants ineligible for international protection on their territory. Its European Centre for Returns provides operational and technical support to the Member States and Schengen Associated Countries during pre-return and return operations.

From 2006 to 2016, Frontex coordinated joint operations on charter flights. In 2016, its mandate was extended to the organisation/coordination of national return operations. In December 2017, it also began supporting returns on scheduled commercial flights.

Detailed information on the financial implementation of AMIF, EASO and Frontex funds can be found in *Annex I*. 
In 2017, we published a report on the hotspots in Greece and Italy. The European Parliament endorsed its conclusions and asked us to “consider a quick follow-up report on the functioning of the hotspots, adopting a broader scope by including also an analysis of the follow-up procedures, i.e. the asylum, relocation and return procedures”. This report responds to that request.

---

3 Special report 06/2017: “EU response to the refugee crisis: the ‘hotspot’ approach”.

Audit scope and approach

16 The objective of this performance audit was to determine whether EU support to migration management (including the hotspot approach) had helped bring about effective and swift asylum and return procedures in Greece and Italy. To answer this main audit question, we addressed two sub-questions:

(a) Has the EU-funded support action for Greece and Italy achieved its objectives?

To answer this sub-question, we assessed whether our recommendations in special report 06/2017 had been implemented and whether the temporary emergency relocation schemes had achieved their objectives. We also assessed the relevance and design of a sample of EU-funded support actions, and looked at whether planned outputs had been delivered and objectives met.

(b) Have the asylum and return procedures in Italy and Greece been effective and swift?

To answer this sub-question, we examined whether the performance of asylum and return procedures in the two Member States had improved since 2015. We analysed performance on the basis of data collected by the Commission, EASO, Frontex and the national authorities, and identified the reasons for any underperformance.

17 The audit covered the period from 2015 (when the migration crisis began and the first hotspots were set up in Greece and Italy) until the end of 2018.

18 Our sample of EU-funded support actions contained six AMIF emergency assistance (AMIF EMAS) and ten AMIF national programme (AMIF NP) projects. We exercised our professional judgement when selecting the projects to ensure balanced coverage of the audited procedures (asylum (excluding reception), relocation and return) and types of implementing partners (UN agencies or national authorities), also considering financial materiality and the period of implementation. Further EU support action examined included the 2018 EASO operational support to asylum procedures in Greece and Italy, and the 2018 Frontex return support to Greece and Italy. The full list of audited projects can be found in Annex II.
Our main auditees were the European Commission, EASO and Frontex, as the providers of EU support to asylum, relocation and return procedures (see also Figure 3). In addition, we visited the Greek and Italian authorities and hotspots, and the international and non-governmental organisations implementing AMIF projects in Greece and Italy. The audit work included desk reviews of directives and regulations, strategies, policy documents, guidelines, evaluations, monitoring reports and internal documents, as well as papers published by national authorities, research bodies, academics and non-governmental organisations.

Figure 3 – Scope of the audit

We did not assess the validity of individual asylum and return decisions, since this would involve entering into the merits of individual cases, which is the jurisdiction of national administrative/judicial authorities and, in the final stage, the European Court of Human Rights.
21 The purpose of the audit was not to assess the reliability of the statistical data provided by the Commission, EASO, Frontex, the national authorities or the projects’ implementing partners.
Observations

EU migration management action in Greece and Italy was relevant but has not reached its full potential

22 We examined whether:

(a) our recommendations in special report 06/2017 were implemented;

(b) all new irregular migrants were registered and fingerprinted, both inside and outside the hotspots;

(c) the temporary emergency relocation schemes achieved their targets and objective;

(d) the 20 examined EU support actions in Greece and Italy were well designed in view of (i) their relevance for addressing the needs identified, (ii) SMART objectives and RACER indicators; (iii) the absence of overlap with other EU-funded activities; (iv) the emergency situation (for AMIF EMAS projects), and (v) the transition strategy from emergency to any longer-term national programmes in place;

(e) the 20 examined EU support actions delivered what was planned;

(f) a robust performance monitoring and reporting framework was in place.

Key recommendations are under implementation in the Greek hotspots, full registration and fingerprinting achieved

23 We assessed the implementation of the hotspot approach in Greece and Italy in our special report 6/2017 and made 11 recommendations, which the Commission and the relevant agencies all accepted. Of these recommendations, they have fully implemented six.

24 Two key recommendations are under implementation: 1.1 (support in addressing the lack of hotspot capacity in Greece) and 2.1 (help to ensure that unaccompanied minors are treated in accordance with international standards). Two recommendations have been implemented as far as the Commission and the Agencies are concerned: 2.2 (insisting on the appointment of a child protection officer for every hotspot) and 3.1
(asking for more Member State experts to better cover hotspot needs). One recommendation – 3.2 (expert deployments by Member States should be long enough) – has not been implemented. We present a detailed assessment in Annex III and paragraphs 25 to 30 below.

**Greek hotspots lack capacity**

25 The Italian hotspots are either empty or almost empty, clean and well equipped. By stark contrast, the living conditions in Greek hotspots, in particular on Lesbos and Samos, are poor owing to overcrowding, a lack of doctors and inadequate security. The hotspots on Lesbos and Samos, with capacity for 3 100 and 640 migrants, were housing 5 096 and 3 745 people, respectively, at the time of our audit visit in February 2019. Many of them were living in tents outside the hotspot perimeter (Picture 1).

Slow procurement procedures, the delayed execution of maintenance and upgrade projects, continuing arrivals of new migrants and lengthy asylum procedures combine to pose an obstacle to any rapid improvement in the situation.\(^5\)

**Picture 1 – Makeshift tents outside the hotspot perimeter on Lesbos, Greece (February 2019)**

\(^5\) See also FRA Opinion 3/2019: Update of the 2016 Opinion of the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights on fundamental rights in the ‘hotspots’ set up in Greece and Italy.
Dire conditions for unaccompanied minors

26 Conditions for unaccompanied minors on the Greek islands are dire (Box 1).

Box 1

Unaccompanied minors in the hotspot on Samos

On Samos, we visited the minors’ section of the hotspot. It had seven containers, each housing one bathroom and two living rooms. Some containers had no doors, windows, beds or air-conditioning devices. The official capacity of each container was 8-10 minors, but around 16 unaccompanied minors were staying in each, and even sleeping on the ground. The minors’ section hosted only boys. Seventy-eight unaccompanied minors were in tents or abandoned derelict houses outside the hotspot, in unofficial extensions to the facility. Nine unaccompanied girls were sleeping on the floor in a 10 m² container next to the police office, with no bathroom or shower.

27 In Italy, focus has shifted to the situation at sea, as some rescue vessels have been prevented from docking since they had no authorised place of disembarkation. The disembarkation delays have also affected many children, including unaccompanied minors who have been stranded at sea for days and sometimes weeks6.

Deployment of EASO and Frontex experts not fully aligned with hotspot needs

28 We noted a constant shortage of national experts to work on EASO operations. By contrast, Frontex had sufficient staff from the Member States thanks to its annual deployment plans. At the time of our visit to Italy, Frontex actually had more staff than needed on deployment to the hotspots, as it had not adjusted its plan in view of low sea arrivals and so was maintaining a permanent presence of hotspot staff (screeners, debriefers, fingerprinting experts), even if the hotspots were empty (Box 2).

---

6 An assessment of the reception facilities, access to international protection and respect for human rights in Libya – where most migrants rescued at sea on the Central Mediterranean route are returned – falls outside the scope of this audit.
Box 2

Deployment of Frontex experts to Italian hotspots

During our audit visit in February 2019, nine Frontex staff were on deployment in the empty hotspot in Pozzallo. In the absence of migrants, they were mainly searching for smuggling networks on social media. In Messina, Frontex staff were helping the local police to register asylum applications, although this is not Frontex’s core activity.

Frontex language support staff had already been converted into mobile teams, but a permanent presence of all other experts was planned in each hotspot (8-10 in the low season, 8-12 in the high season) until January 2020 according to the 2019 operating plan. Given that very few migrants were arriving in Italy by sea, this was unjustified. This was particularly the case for fingerprinting experts, who did not have access to the national fingerprinting database, limiting their added value to providing basic assistance to the Italian police officers during the fingerprinting process.

29 The average duration of national expert deployment remains short, for both EASO and Frontex.

30 The profiles of EASO experts are generally in line with requirements, although there is a shortage of experienced senior experts. The profiles of Frontex experts also matched the requirements, although a high share of Frontex experts for readmission operations to Turkey had only an escort profile; this is not fully aligned with hotspot needs. With an average of just one return operation per week, lasting one working day, these single-profile escorts cannot be used for any other type of Frontex operation on the other six days of the week.

Full registration, fingerprinting and debriefing of migrants in the hotspots and beyond

31 Registration and fingerprinting rates have improved significantly as the hotspot approach in Greece and Italy has established standard operating procedures and

---

7 2016: 81.8 %, 2017: 65.7 %, 2018: 54.0 %.

8 Greek Aegean Islands: from 8 % in September 2015 to 100 % in 2018; Italy: from 60 % in the first half of 2015 to 100 % in 2018.
clearly divided responsibilities between the national authorities and the EU support agencies.

Nevertheless, looking outside the hotspots in Italy and Greece, a relatively high share of migrants apply for asylum in other EU Member States, without having their fingerprints stored in the EURODAC database in category 2\(^9\) (Figure 4). Excluding legal migrants applying for asylum who are exempt from category 2 fingerprinting in EURODAC, the absence of fingerprinting data in EURODAC could be explained by one of the following:

(i) the asylum applicant entered the EU via an alternative route other than via the Greek East Aegean Islands or Italy, where, in the absence of the hotspot approach, EURODAC registration might in certain Member States not be as effective (Figure 4);

(ii) the asylum applicant registered his/her application more than 18 months after the corresponding EURODAC entry was recorded and therefore the fingerprint data are no longer stored in the database;

(iii) the asylum applicant arrived in the EU undetected and so went unregistered.

---

\(^9\) EURODAC category 1 data are the fingerprint sets of every applicant for international protection, aged 14 or older, who lodges an asylum application in a Member State; category 2 data are the fingerprint sets of every third-country national or stateless person, aged 14 or older, who is apprehended by the authorities for irregularly crossing the external border of a Member State by land, sea or air, having come from a third country and not been turned back.
The fact that there were many EURODAC foreign fingerprint hits\textsuperscript{10} between 2015 and 2018 shows that a high volume of asylum applicants moved from Greece and Italy to other Member States\textsuperscript{11}. The high volume of secondary movements in the EU further exacerbates the difficulty in implementing the Dublin mechanism.

Under the current system, foreign EURODAC hits trigger Dublin transfers back to the country of first entry. An analysis of EUROSTAT data shows low rates of actual outgoing and incoming Dublin transfers for Greece, Italy and, indeed, the EU as a whole\textsuperscript{12}. There are many reasons for this, including absconding, humanitarian grounds, suspensive court decisions, and family reunification cases.

\textsuperscript{10} A foreign EURODAC hit is generated when an identical fingerprint is found in another Member State. Hits do not correspond to the number of persons but to numbers of datasets, as one person can apply for asylum more than once.

\textsuperscript{11} Foreign hits outside Italy and Greece - 2015: 236 422; 2016: 317 455; 2017: 164 639; 2018: 112 817.

\textsuperscript{12} In 2018, 148 021 outgoing requests for Dublin transfers were made in the EU, but only 25 960 actual transfers took place.
Temporary emergency relocation schemes did not reach their targets and main objective

The main objective of relocation was only partially achieved

35 The hotspot approach was part of a package of immediate measures established by the Council to counter the crisis unfolding in 2015. Another part of this package was a temporary and exceptional relocation mechanism for applicants in clear need of international protection from Greece or Italy to other countries in the EU, in order to relieve the burden on these two frontline Member States.

36 The Council set two initial relocation targets of 40 000 and 120 000 respectively (160 000 in total). Since this was done at the peak of the migration crisis, the targets were the result of political negotiation rather than a robust analysis of forecast migratory flows. As 7 744 places (of the 40 000) were never allocated, and 54 000 (of the 120 000) were made available for resettling Syrians from Turkey after the EU-Turkey statement, the Member States legally committed to relocate 98 256 out of 160 000 migrants.

37 Under the Relocation Decisions, only nationalities with an average EU asylum recognition rate of 75 % or higher – which therefore stood a high chance of being granted international protection in the Member States of relocation – were eligible for relocation. Use of this EU-wide average assumed coherent asylum approaches across the Member States in the Common European Asylum System. However, recognition rates vary significantly among the Member States, particularly for certain nationalities. The EU-wide average was therefore not an optimal indicator of the chances of being granted international protection in a particular Member State. Nevertheless, we acknowledge the fact that it was a clear criterion allowing for a quick eligibility assessment for relocation.

---

13 The Member States of relocation committed to allocating the outstanding places by the end of 2015, yet this did not happen.

14 In 2018, the asylum recognition rate for Afghans ranged from 6 % to 98 % across EU Member States, while for Iraqis the range was 8 % to 98 %. Source: EASO.
38 Figure 5 shows that 34,705 eligible migrants (12,706 from Italy and 21,999 from Greece) were relocated to 22 Member States and 3 associated countries (Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland). The United Kingdom and Denmark exercised their opt-out rights under the Treaties. Hungary and Poland did not relocate any migrants.  

---

15 In June 2017, the Commission launched infringement proceedings for non-compliance with the Relocation Decisions against Hungary, Poland and Czechia. Hungary neither pledged any relocation places nor relocated any migrants. Poland pledged some places in December 2015, but none after that, and relocated no-one. Czechia made some pledges and relocated 12 migrants, but ceased making pledges later in the process.
Figure 5 – Relocation of migrants from Greece and Italy under the temporary emergency relocation scheme (2015-2017)

Key figures

Migrants relocated from Greece represented around 22% of all asylum seekers in the country in the eligibility period. The figure for Italy is around 4%.

80% and 89% of the registered migrants were actually relocated from Greece and Italy respectively.

Median processing times for relocation requests

Relocated migrants as % of Member States’ legal commitment to relocate 98,256 persons

Source: ECA, based on data collected from Member States.
For each relocated migrant, the Commission disbursed from AMIF €500 to Greece or Italy to cover travel costs and €6,000 to the receiving Member State for reception costs. This amounts to a total of €225.6 million for all relocated migrants.

The mandatory relocation schemes were the first solidarity initiative in the history of European migration policy aimed at the large-scale redistribution of asylum applicants among Member States. The Relocation Decisions also provided protection to a significant number of applicants who would have otherwise stayed in Italy or Greece, or who might have moved to other countries irregularly.

However, the number of relocated asylum seekers was not sufficient to alleviate effectively the pressure on the asylum systems in Greece and Italy. Migrants relocated during the eligibility period represented around 4% of all asylum seekers in Italy and around 22% of those in Greece.

A very low share of potentially eligible migrants were relocated

The Relocation Decisions applied to migrants who had arrived in either Greece or Italy between 24 March 2015 and 26 September 2017. Syrians and Eritreans were the two main nationalities that remained eligible throughout the whole period. Iraqis were eligible until 15 June 2016.

However, receiving Member States only accepted relocation candidates from Greece who had arrived in the country before 20 March 2016 (date of entry into force of the EU-Turkey statement).

The Decisions came into effect at the peak of the migration crisis, when most migrants who would have been potentially eligible were transiting through Greece or Italy in a process of secondary migration to other Member States. In late 2015 to early 2016, both the Greek and Italian authorities lacked sufficient capacity to identify and reach out to all potentially eligible candidates on their territory. The schemes underperformed mainly owing to the very low number of potentially eligible candidates registered (see Figure 5).

The closure of the Balkan route in March 2016 significantly curbed uncontrolled transit through Greece, leaving many potentially eligible relocation candidates in

---

16 Table 6 of the Eurostat asylum quarterly report of 15 June 2016.
Greece. In March 2016, the Commission estimated that between 50 000 to 56 000 people had to remain in Greece, including 35 000 to 40 000 potentially eligible candidates for relocation. A mass pre-registration exercise, financed through EMAS and supported by the UNHCR and EASO, helped to identify and register those still in Greece in summer 2016. Without this exercise, the number of relocations would have been even lower.

46 The information provided to the identified migrants on the countries of relocation and the benefits of orderly relocation (as opposed to irregular “self-relocation”) was not effective enough to gain their trust and convince them that the schemes were attractive.

47 The low number of relocation pledges and the slow pace at which Member States processed pledges and transfers would have also dissuaded some migrants from applying for relocation, although the situation improved with time.

A high share of registered candidates were relocated, despite shortcomings in the relocation process

48 A high share of all the candidates registered on the schemes in Greece and Italy (80 % and 89 % respectively) were actually relocated. The two main reasons for unsuccessful relocation for those registered were failed security checks and absconding.

49 Nevertheless, we found a number of operational weaknesses in the relocation processes (Box 3 and Figure 6).
Box 3

Operational weaknesses in the relocation process

The Relocation Decisions had to be adopted quickly in September 2015, before procedures had been established or the necessary structures were in place (to register, transport and accommodate relocation candidates). It was therefore not clear how to proceed; for example, who should perform security and medical checks and how? Key stakeholders did not agree upon operating protocols until later (in summer 2016 in Greece and at the end of 2016 in Italy).

The majority of rejections were justified on public order or national security grounds, in accordance with the Relocation Decisions. However, the explanations given were often generic, without detailed justification of individual cases. The number of rejections was higher for Greece than for Italy owing to the different security profiles of eligible migrants. Greece channelled rejected candidates to the national asylum system, whereas Italy offered them for relocation to another Member State.

Some Member States applied restrictive preferences with no basis in the Decisions (e.g. no Eritreans in Bulgaria, only candidates with ID and travel documents in Czechia). It took EASO a long time to develop a preference matching system. Scheduled for operation in October 2016, the project was not completed until relocation was over and, although tested in Greece, it was never deployed in either Greece or Italy.

Candidates were spread throughout Italy and Greece rather than kept together. Accommodating them in dedicated relocation facilities would have sped up processing of their applications by facilitating various steps, including the mandatory health checks and cultural orientation sessions.

As the Decisions set no binding preliminary relocation targets, pledging by receiving Member States was initially slow, but gradually picked up pace as implementation progressed. Some Member States were more proactive than others.
Figure 6 – Overview of operational weaknesses in relocation

1. Low number of registered candidates
2. Lack of dedicated reception facilities
3. Late adoption of operating protocols
4. Slow pace of pledging
5. Delayed development of match-making application
6. Restrictive preferences of some Member States
7. Rejections based on generic explanations
8. Slow processing of transfers

Source: ECA.

Insufficient monitoring after relocation and no structure for voluntary relocation

50 The Commission, together with EASO and the International Organisation for Migration (IOM), monitored the implementation of the relocation schemes, especially the number of actual transfers. Data on registrations, absconders and rejections was also collected, but the reporting on these aspects has not been harmonised between Greece and Italy.

51 Preliminary results collected by the Commission in February 2018 showed high asylum recognition rates among the relocated migrants in the receiving Member States. They also showed relatively high rates of post-relocation secondary movements in certain Member States, although most do not collect information on this aspect.

52 The Commission has not monitored the situation in the countries of relocation since February 2018. The data we collected from the receiving Member States in April and May 2019 confirms the observations made in the previous paragraph (Figure 7).

53 The temporary relocation schemes expired in September 2017. No consensus has yet been reached on the Commission’s proposal for a permanent relocation system. In the absence of an agreed relocation mechanism at the EU level, voluntary relocation is taking place on an ad hoc basis, mainly for migrants who disembarked in Italy and Malta.
Examined projects under AMIF emergency assistance and national programmes addressed the needs identified, but did not fully achieve their targets

**AMIF EMAS projects are relevant but do not solely address urgent and specific needs as intended**

AMIF EMAS aims to provide financial assistance to address urgent and specific needs in the event of an emergency situation\(^{17}\).

---

1 Source: ECA, based on relocation data collected from Member States (as at April 2019).

**Figure 7 – High share of secondary movements among migrants relocated to certain Member States\(^1\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Have left after relocation (% and absolute value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>86% (332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>81% (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>56% (869)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>44% (90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}\) Spain did not provide data. Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Latvia, Malta, the Netherlands and Romania did not collect data on this aspect. The % share in Estonia included resettled migrants.
Although the original budget was €160 million for the 2014-2020 multiannual financial framework, total allocations for AMIF EMAS increased and stand at €1.1 billion up until the 2019 annual work programme (AWP). As shown in Figure 8, Greece and Italy are the two biggest recipients of AMIF EMAS funding.

**Figure 8 – AMIF EMAS grants in Member States (in million euros)**

Member States with no AMIF EMAS funding were not eligible or did not apply for funding.

*Source:* ECA calculation based on the EU Commission data, as at March 2019. Map background © OpenStreetMap contributors licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 licence (CC BY-SA).

EMAS was originally designed as a small-scale instrument to address urgent and specific emergency needs. The increase in EMAS funding helped to make the Commission’s crisis support more flexible and responsive. The interim AMIF evaluation also highlighted EMAS’ role in strengthening solidarity and responsibility-
sharing among Member States. As such, EMAS played a key role in supporting implementation of the relocation schemes in Greece and Italy by funding the pre-registration of relocation candidates (in Greece), reception facilities and the transfers of eligible relocation candidates.

57 At the same time, EMAS has become the Commission’s key strategic instrument for rebalancing support towards the countries most affected by the migration crisis, particularly Greece, through complementing their national programme envelopes 19.

58 Some EMAS projects therefore do not address only urgent and specific needs, but complement the AMIF NPs by funding longer-term structural activities with embedded capacity-building components. The Commission also highlighted this in its impact assessment 20.

59 We examined six EMAS projects: three in Greece and three in Italy. In each country, one project related to asylum, one to returns and one to relocation. A detailed assessment can be found in Annex II.

60 We found all six projects examined relevant to the identified needs. The objectives set for each sampled project were clear in terms of what the action should achieve. As regards the deliverables, all sampled projects focused on immediate outputs, but not on results and impact. The exception was EMAS-IT-1, which did not even have output indicators (Box 4).

19 AMIF NPs have a rigid basic allocation key (as does ISF), which is based on data from the early 2010s and so does not reflect the situation post-2015. The additional resources could only be distributed proportionally to all countries according to this basic allocation key or through specific action, limited to a small number of investment priorities.

20 SWD(2018) 347 final, 2018 Impact assessment accompanying the proposal for the new AMF regulation, Section 1.2.1.1.
**Box 4**

**Example of a project with no output and outcome indicators**

**EMAS-IT-1** supports the police immigration offices ("questure") by funding language support and equipment. The evaluation committee concluded that the output of the proposed action should be explicitly stated with appropriate indicators set corresponding to the action’s objectives (e.g. daily/monthly average of asylum applications processed per questura). Such indicators would allow performance to be properly monitored and achievements assessed.

The grant agreement was not modified according to the evaluation committee’s request and focused only on inputs (e.g. number of translators provided, quantities of equipment delivered) without setting any performance targets.

61. We found no overlap between projects financed under EMAS on the one hand and the AMIF NPs or EASO/Frontex operations on the other hand.

62. However, two of the six examined EMAS projects did not address urgent and specific needs (EMAS-GR-2 and EMAS-IT-1), but rather substituted actions in the AMIF NPs by funding longer-term structural activities with embedded capacity-building components (**Box 5**).
Box 5

**EMAS’ shift from emergency response to longer-term structural support**

*EMAS-GR-2* funded forced returns of irregular migrants by the Hellenic Police from December 2015 to November 2016. However, such standard long-term return activities are covered by the national budget. An AMIF NP project on forced returns retroactively covered the whole period from 2014 to 2019 (excluding the period covered by EMAS). This shows that there was no urgent need for emergency funding.

*EMAS-IT-1* will run for 18 months. Apart from IT equipment, the support also includes the purchase of cars and furniture. Instead of focusing on the most overburdened *questure* facing long waiting times to register asylum claims, the project aims to strengthen the capacity of all *questure* in Italy, including those with no urgent need for support.

While this action may still help Italy clear the backlog of asylum applications, such a project would have been more opportune had it been implemented in 2016/2017, when asylum registrations in Italy were at their peak. However, it only started in September 2018, when asylum registrations were already significantly down on previous years. No activity had yet taken place by the time of the audit visit at the end of February 2019 due to ongoing public procurement procedures.

---

63 In July 2017, the Commission earmarked additional AMIF EMAS funding to Italy of up to €100 million, which was used to also finance projects EMAS-IT1 and EMAS-IT-2. However, there was no structured mechanism that would fairly distribute EMAS funds among Member States in the event of requests for project funding exceeding the available budget. If all eligible Member States applied for AMIF EMAS grants to fund similar activities (national forced returns, AVRR or enhancing the capacity of police stations), the EMAS budget would soon become exhausted.

64 The Commission has proposed including emergency assistance under shared management with Member States in the new financial framework 2021-2027\(^{21}\). Criteria for allocating EMAS funds have yet to be defined.

---

Only two of the six examined AMIF EMAS projects fully achieved their targets

65 The planned objectives for EMAS-GR-3 and EMAS-IT-2 were achieved in full, while they were met partially for EMAS-GR-1, EMAS-GR-2 and EMAS-IT-3 (Box 6). EMAS-IT-1 is still in the early phase of implementation (Box 5 and Annex II).

Box 6
Examples of AMIF EMAS projects that did not fully achieve their objectives

EMAS-GR-2: The Hellenic Police did not meet its targets, forcibly returning only 121 third-country nationals against a target of 1 080. By contrast, the IOM exceeded expectations, returning 1 464 third-country nationals (as opposed to the 1 000 planned) in assisted voluntary returns. This project also underspent, utilising 65 % (£1.7 million) of the original amount allocated (£2.5 million).

EMAS-IT-3: The target of accommodating an average of 1 310 relocation candidates over 12 months could not be reached, as there were fewer actual relocation candidates than forecast. Moreover, the migrants eligible for relocation were spread throughout Italy. It was therefore a challenge to transfer them to dedicated relocation centres, which ended up hosting a mix of migrants, including those not eligible for relocation. As a result, the amount incurred for this project was less than planned, utilising 63 % (£9.7 million) of the original amount allocated (£15.3 million).

66 Although EMAS-IT-2 exceeded its targets three months before the end of the implementation period, it must be said that the targets were relatively modest considering the number of return decisions issued and the number of irregular migrants staying in Italy. Performance of the AVRR programme in Italy is affected by a number of issues, which we analyse in Box 12.

No robust comprehensive needs assessments in place for AMIF NPs

67 The AMIF NPs for 2014-2020 allocated €328.3 million to Greece and €394.2 million to Italy. However, the AMIF NPs were not agreed until July and August 2015 respectively, owing to the late adoption of the AMIF Regulation.

68 Embedded in an overall strategic plan, a multiannual fund like AMIF calls for robust, comprehensive needs assessments, where all needs are costed, prioritised and
regularly updated. The ever-changing situation left little time to establish such needs assessments in Greece and Italy.

69 We examined ten AMIF national projects: five in Greece and five in Italy (a detailed assessment of GR-1 to 5 and IT-1 to 5 can be found in Annex II). We found that all projects audited were relevant insofar as they had a demonstrable thematic link to national programme goals. However, without all needs costed and prioritised, it is not possible to assess whether the AMIF funds were assigned where they were needed the most.

70 We found weaknesses in the performance indicators of the audited projects. Some projects lacked specific output or outcome indicators (IT-1, GR-2). Some indicators set targets which were too low (IT-2, 3, 4) or had already been achieved (GR-1). Some indicators were not updated after the scope of the project was amended (GR-3) or, finally, set a restrictive time frame for assisted voluntary returns and reintegration (GR-5).

71 We found an overlap between the audited AVRR projects in Italy IT-2 and IT-3. These projects were awarded under the same call for proposals, covered the same countries of origin and were carried out in the same regions of Italy. With no mapping to ensure that the projects operated in complementary geographical areas, the projects competed to return the same migrants.

72 Since Frontex’s mandate was extended in 2016, there have been two EU-instruments (AMIF NP and Frontex return support) supporting the same type of forced return activities in parallel. This also concerns the AMIF forced return projects GR-4 and IT-4.

---

22 For example, in the area of asylum, such an assessment would compare desired performance with actual performance (e.g. in terms of processing capacity, reduction in backlogs and processing times), in view of past trends and projected inflows and outflows. This would then convert into a multiannual gap analysis of the resources required to meet needs (in terms of staffing, working space, administrative/training capacity). Foreseen needs would be covered under the AMIF NP and the national budget, while any needs arising from unforeseen and unexpected events could be met through emergency assistance.
Most of the audited AMIF NPs projects in Greece and Italy had not fully achieved their targets by the time of the audit

73 By the end of 2016, hardly any AMIF financial resources had been mobilised from Greece's NP to address the country’s needs arising from the migration crisis. Greece was making up for its delay in implementing commitments, but payments made under the AMIF NP remained low. Italy caught up on delays in implementing commitments under special objectives 1 and 2, but commitments under specific objective 3 were lagging behind at the time of the audit visit (see Annex I).

74 In Greece, one of the five projects examined (GR-1) had ended by the time of the audit, four were still ongoing. Four of the five projects had either not achieved or were unlikely to achieve (in case of ongoing projects) their intended results (Annex IV). In all projects examined, we found evidence of regular reporting and monitoring. In three of the five projects, the high number of amendments made monitoring project performance and ultimately assessing their success more difficult.

75 In Italy, four of the five projects examined had ended by the time of the audit. Of these, two partially met their objectives. One project was suspended and, for another, final data was not available (Annex IV). In two of the five projects, reporting and monitoring were inadequate.

Performance monitoring framework set up late and without targets

76 The Common Monitoring and Evaluation Framework is the Commission’s main tool for monitoring and evaluating the performance of the AMIF NPs. Owing to lengthy discussions with the Member States to agree on a harmonised set of result and impact indicators, the framework was not finalised until February 2017. By this time, many AMIF projects had already started.

---

23 For example, project GR-3 has been subject to 12 amendments, changing its scope, duration and budget, GR-2 to 8 amendments altering its duration and budget, and GR-4 to 6 amendments modifying its scope, duration and budget.

77 Not only was the framework released late, but its result and impact indicators have neither targets nor baselines, making it difficult to evaluate performance. Furthermore, Italy and Greece did not collect full data sets on any of the framework’s indicators in the 2017 interim evaluation reports.

78 The Commission has not developed a performance-monitoring framework to monitor and report on the results of the EMAS-funded projects.

**Insufficient performance data to facilitate a robust policy evaluation at the EU level**

79 In May 2018 the Commission proposed\(^{25}\) revising EUROSTAT’s migration and asylum statistics to, among other things: (i) increase the frequency and content of return statistics; (ii) provide disaggregated asylum data on unaccompanied minors; and (iii) introduce new statistics on Dublin re-examination requests.

80 During the course of this audit, it became apparent that more performance data was needed to facilitate a robust policy evaluation at the EU level. This is not covered by the Commission’s proposal.

81 For example, as regards asylum procedures, EUROSTAT and EASO do not collect performance data on asylum application processing times between the key milestones\(^{26}\) in the procedure, despite the numerous time limits set in the EU and national asylum legislation. EASO collects basic backlog data concerning only the ageing of pending asylum applications at the first-instance stage. EUROSTAT collects only limited data\(^{27}\) on the judicial/appeal stage, but no data on pending appeals at the different instances.

82 No data is collected on the swiftness of return procedures. Moreover, there are no indicators measuring the sustainability of returns, such as the number of returned migrants who attempt to come back to the EU or the success of the AVRR reintegration packages.

---


\(^{26}\) Making, registering and lodging an asylum application, first-instance decision, second-instance decision, final-instance decision.

\(^{27}\) Only final instance decisions, database: migr_asydcfina.
EU agencies’ operational support not used to its full extent

**Efforts made by EASO to develop a more strategic approach to its support of asylum procedures**

83 We assessed EASO’s operations as relevant to the plethora of needs emerging from the large inflows of migrants to Greece and Italy.

84 When supporting these Member States during the migration crisis, particularly with the peak migrant arrivals in 2015 and 2016, and taking into account the continuous and frequent developments, EASO had no time to conduct comprehensive needs assessments prioritising and costing needs, or to establish either multiannual plans or exit strategies. However, no such structured assessment was prepared for the 2017 and 2018 operating plans either. The plans were agreed by EASO and the hosting Member States. However, in the absence of clearly prioritised and costed needs, it could not be demonstrated that EASO had targeted its support where needed the most.

85 When preparing its 2019 operating plans, EASO made a substantial effort to put the key elements of strategic planning in place. From a conceptual point of view, we consider this approach good practice, although its effective implementation can only be assessed when examining the 2019 operating plans, which fall outside our audit scope.

86 Until 2018, the operating plans were input-driven. The introduction of a performance-monitoring tool in February 2018 for Italy and in May 2018 for Greece led to the setting of output and outcome indicators, but we found several shortcomings.

---

28 A series of analytical documents (a comprehensive needs assessment, a prioritised needs assessment report and a high-level results matrix) were used to produce a three-year roadmap for both Italy and Greece. The roadmaps include the needs identified, their hierarchy and the solutions, accompanied by their estimated costs.

29 In Greece, no targets or baselines were set for the output data and no outcome/impact indicators were defined. In Italy, there was an attempt to set impact indicators but no targets or baselines were set.
Although we have found no concrete examples of an overlap, the Commission and EASO have no procedure in place to systematically involve EASO in planning AMIF projects, in particular for projects (whether under AMIF NPs or EMAS) funding similar activities (e.g. funding GAS staff or supporting the questure in Italy).

In Italy, EASO adjusted its support as migratory flows decreased significantly. It stopped supporting information provision at the end of 2018. Less registration support was provided than planned and is scheduled to be phased out by the end of 2019. EASO also intends to stop its support to the territorial asylum commissions by the end of 2019.

Although certain elements of EASO’s support could be performed by the national authorities and funded under AMIF (e.g. interims – registration experts and asylum caseworkers already seconded to GAS, or interpretation services), EASO has no such exit strategy in place for Greece.

EASO’s support hampered by a permanent shortage of Member State experts, the short duration of their deployment and other operational issues

As for the inputs (number of experts, interim consultants, etc.), EASO’s deployment in Greece and Italy is broadly in line with the operating plans. Annex I shows that spending was higher than the initial budget every year.

In the absence of targets/baselines for the indicators, it is difficult to assess the performance/effectiveness of EASO support in term of outputs and outcomes. Nevertheless, the Greek and Italian asylum authorities we interviewed considered EASO’s support useful in both supporting asylum procedures and strengthening national capacity.

EASO operations continue to suffer from a permanent shortage of Member State experts and their average deployment duration has proven too short (on average, 50 days in Greece and 46 in Italy in 2018). EASO does not draw up an annual deployment plan, as Frontex does. Instead, it requests expert nominations from the Member States, but often does not receive a sufficient response. EASO is then obliged to use more interims to cover this shortfall.

Italian administrative authorities competent to examine asylum applications and to take first instance decisions.
EASO support on the Greek Islands has been hampered by additional operational issues (Box 7).

**Box 7**

**Operational issues affecting EASO support to asylum procedures on the Greek islands**

EASO support has been hampered by a lack of working space and security concerns (riots, blocked evacuation roads). For example, in the highly overpopulated hotspot on Samos, EASO conducted only four interviews per shift as it only has four workstations at its disposal. No afternoon shift was held in the winter owing to security concerns for EASO staff after dark.

Admissibility interviews, lasting 2-3 hours, are conducted for all nationalities with a recognition rate higher than 25%. GAS systematically overturns EASO’s legal opinions (concluding remarks) on inadmissibility for all except Syrians subject to temporary protection in Turkey, as GAS (unlike EASO and the Commission) does not generally consider Turkey to be a “safe third country” for international protection. The resulting inefficiency was partially addressed by merging the admissibility and eligibility interviews into one step in 2017. Since September 2018, EASO has issued concluding remarks on admissibility and eligibility to GAS simultaneously, to avoid unnecessary back-and-forth referrals.

According to the statistics, in 2018 EASO’s opinions considered 70% of interviewed applicants and family members to be vulnerable (or requiring further medical assessment), according to the categories defined by Greek law, resulting in the referral by GAS to the regular procedure. We noted disagreements between EASO and GAS on the outcome of these vulnerability assessments. This lack of a harmonised approach has led to inefficient back-and-forth referrals. Neither GAS nor EASO collects statistics on the overturn rate of vulnerability assessments that would allow us to assess the magnitude of this issue.

**Frontex’s forced return support operations lacked information from Member States and coordination with AMIF**

We consider all Frontex return operations relevant to the needs identified in the area of returns.

---

31 Unlike in the regular asylum procedure, the vulnerability assessment is crucial in the Greek fast-track border procedure, as applicants considered vulnerable have their geographical restriction lifted and are channelled to the regular/accelerated procedure on the mainland.
Since 2016, Frontex has been able to coordinate and organise forced return operations on its own initiative. However, to allow it to better plan such operations, Member States would need to systematically provide robust and timely operational information on a regular basis (e.g. up-to-date data on third-country nationals eligible for return, their country of origin, numbers in pre-removal detention centres, end date of their detention, etc.).

Since Frontex’s mandate was extended in 2016, there have been two EU-instruments for forced return activities (AMIF NPs and Frontex return support). The two EU funding structures have existed in parallel to finance the same type of forced return activities (joint operations, national operations and scheduled commercial flights). In the context of low returns, this leads to Frontex’s potential to offer return support being unharnessed (Box 8).

Box 8

Example of insufficient coordination between Frontex and AMIF support for forced return operations

Greece seldom organised joint return operations before 2018, as it did not have its own framework contract for charter planes. Instead, it participated in the joint operations of other Member States. In 2018, Greece concluded its own framework contract, but has so far used it only for national operations funded by AMIF NP, instead of organising joint operations with other Member States to make better use of plane capacity.

There is no structure for coordinating AMIF and Frontex action. Frontex is not involved in programming AMIF return actions and does not have access to information on AMIF NPs or the relevant projects funded under AMIF.

Potential of Frontex return support unrealised

Since the Member States have not fully harnessed the Frontex’s potential to support return operations (Figure 9), the Agency has not been in a position to make full use of its increased budget for return support since its mandate was extended.
As shown in Figure 10, Greece and Italy are among the Member States not making full use of Frontex’s potential. The main reason is the low number of returnees from both countries. Additionally, the fact that these countries opted for AMIF-NP instead of Frontex support for forced returns also explains the situation.

In particular for national return operations (Greece), when organising joint return operations using the new Greek national framework contract (Greece), participating in joint operations (Italy) or with scheduled flights (Greece and Italy).
Figure 10 – Frontex return support in 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use of Frontex support for return operations in Greece and Italy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charter flights</strong>: number of returnees and flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees: 0, Flights: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.897, 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint return operations (as organiser)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees: 24, Flights: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint return operations (as participant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees: 44, Flights: 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scheduled flights</strong>: number of returnees and flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees: 6, Flights: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint return operations (as organiser)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees: 24, Flights: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint return operations (as participant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees: 44, Flights: 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| EU-Turkey readmissions from Greece                            |
| Returnees: 322, Flights: 13                                   |
| 31, 13                                                       |

**Statistics concerning all EU Member States**

- **Charter flights in 2018**
  - Returnees: 12,245
  - Flights: 345
  - 2,857
  - Average direct cost per returnee covered by Frontex: €1,898
  - Unused capacity: 43% (23,672 seats)
  - Accompanying Staff: 35% (19,234 seats)
  - 1.6 staff per returnee in average
  - Returns: 22% (12,245 seats)

- **Scheduled commercial flights in 2018**
  - Returnees: 1,477
  - Flights: 1,082
  - 1,898
  - Cancelled operations: 433 (694 returnees involved)

- **Returns to 49 third countries** by scheduled flights (including 13 countries never reached by charter flights)

**Source:** ECA, based on Frontex operational data.
We noted that operational challenges are affecting the cost-efficiency of charter operations (*Figure 10*).

(i) Owing to the risk of absconding, there is a need to act quickly once a migrant is ready to be returned; there is no time to wait for the charter flight to be full. This results in unused capacity (43\%) on chartered aircrafts, particularly since a large aircraft with sufficient flight range must be used for long-distance return operations to Africa or Asia.

(ii) Actual passenger numbers are often lower than planned (67\% in 2018) due to the lack of necessary travel documents, last-minute renewed asylum claims, absconders, etc.

(iii) Many staff members must accompany returnees (escorts, monitors, observers, medical personnel, etc.).

(iv) Return operations are also hampered by difficult cooperation with the third countries.\(^{33}\)

In general, scheduled flights are more cost-efficient than charter flights. On the other hand, approximately one third of scheduled flight return operations got cancelled, mainly due to returnee refusals, the absence of travel documents, absconding, court decisions or captain refusals.

---

\(^{33}\) For example: Algeria and Morocco do not accept charter flights and prefer bilateral deals to EU readmission agreements. Algeria sometimes requires the return of an individual to be completed within 24 hours of the issuance of travel documents, which is not feasible. Iran’s Constitution prohibits the return of its citizens against their will, which makes their forced return impossible. The Tunisian authorities only accept returnees from Italy and Germany via charter flights under the respective bilateral readmission agreements. Turkey does not apply the third-country nationals clause of the EU-Turkey readmission agreement in practice. Only Afghanistan accepts temporary EU travel documents. Nigeria (and many other African countries) do not have a complete register of their citizens, which makes their identification difficult.
Long asylum processing times persist despite increased capacity and irregular migrant returns remain low

102 We assessed the impact of the EU support actions at the national level by examining whether the asylum and return procedures had become more swift and effective, looking at the:

(a) average processing times between key stages of the asylum procedure (see Figure 11);

(b) clearing of the backlog of pending asylum applications;

(c) share of appeals overturning the first-instance asylum decisions;

(d) number of actual returns compared to the number of return decisions issued;

(e) average processing times between the key stages of the return procedure (see Figure 12).

Figure 11 – Asylum procedure

Source: ECA.

Figure 12 – Return procedure

Source: ECA.

103 Over the course of the crisis, most irregular migrants coming to Europe have arrived in either Italy or Greece. The two Member States have evolved from countries of transit to countries where migrants apply for asylum. Given that the current
situation in the two countries is different, we present our findings on asylum procedures for each separately. Furthermore, the asylum data collected and analysed do not allow for a direct comparison of the Greek and Italian asylum systems.

The entire Greek asylum system remains overloaded despite major growth in processing capacity

**Backlog rising despite growth in processing capacity**

104 The Greek Asylum Service (GAS) became operational in June 2013. With the support of AMIF EMAS, the AMIF NP, EASO and the UNHCR, its workforce has grown in recent years, increasing its capacity to process first-instance decisions (see Figure 13).

**Figure 13 – GAS staff versus first-instance decisions**

105 Despite this growth in staff resources, the current case-handling capacity of GAS employees still falls short in view of the rising number of asylum applications. In 2018, there were, on average, 240 caseworkers at GAS. We have estimated that GAS would need approximately an additional 110 caseworkers just to contain the first-instance backlog (by dividing the 66 970 asylum applications received in 2018 by the
standard productivity rate of 16 cases per month per caseworker). Apart from the difficulty in recruiting qualified staff, another factor limiting GAS’ further growth is the acute lack of working space (Box 9).

**Box 9**

**Lack of working space at the Greek Asylum Service**

In Athens, GAS’ central services occupy an old building with cramped offices. Interview, registration and the Dublin unit offices are outside the main building in containers, where files are stacked on the floor for lack of space. Space constraints were also visible during our audit visit to the hotspots on Lesbos and Samos.

106 The overall number of pending cases at first instance almost doubled between mid-2017 and the end of 2018, and there was a sharp increase in the number of cases older than 6 months (Figure 14).

**Figure 14 – First-instance cases pending in Greece**

This figure covers both the mainland and the islands but does not include the backlog at the pre-registration stage for which we have not obtained data from the national authorities.

*Source:* ECA, based on data from EASO.
107 The EU-Turkey statement of 18 March 2016 has had a major impact on the asylum situation in Greece. The irregular border crossings from Turkey to Greece have declined drastically (see Figure 15). At the same time, however, GAS has been placed under considerable strain as the vast majority of third-country nationals are applying for international protection in Greece since the closure of the Balkan route.

**Figure 15 – Irregular border crossings in the Eastern Mediterranean**

Source: ECA, based on Frontex monthly data.

108 In response to the EU-Turkey statement, a fast-track border procedure was introduced on the Greek islands. It was designed as a complement to the existing regular and accelerated asylum procedures (see flowchart in Figure 16). The backlog of first-instance pending cases on the islands stood at 24 533 at the end of March 2019.

---

34 For applicants governed by the EU-Turkey statement, i.e. those who arrived on the Greek islands after 20 March 2016, except those categorised as vulnerable and Dublin family reunification cases. For the first time, the concept of a “safe third country” applies for applicants of a nationality with a recognition rate of over 25 %, including Syrians, to facilitate quick returns.

35 At the pre-registration stage: 2 389 cases; at the scheduled interview stage: 14 132 cases; at the end of the process: 8 012 cases.
Figure 16 – Flow chart simplifying the fast-track border procedure on the Greek islands

Regular and Accelerated Procedure

First-instance stage

Regular Procedure
- All other nationalities

Accelerated Procedure
- Syrians, Palestinians, stateless

Appeal stage

Protection and transfer to mainland

Dublin transfer

Fast-Track border Procedure

First-instance stage

Vulnerability assessment

Admissibility check

Eligibility check

High recognition rate (>25%)

Low recognition rate (<25%)

Syrians

Appeal stage

Appeal 1 – Appeal Committee

Appeal 2 – Administrative Court

Appeal 3 – Council of State

Family reunification

Assisted Voluntary Return and Reintegration

Return to Turkey

Source: ECA.
Processing times are getting longer

109 Asylum processing times – from registration to appeal decision – lengthened in 2018 across all asylum procedures in Greece (Figure 17).

Figure 17 – Overview of processing times by asylum procedure (in days)

No data available for processing times at the appeal stage at the accelerated procedure and the cases at the level of administrative courts of appeal and Council of State.

Source: ECA, based on data from GAS and the Greek Appeal Authority.

110 GAS or EASO staff conduct the interviews for the fast-track border procedure on the five Greek islands with hotspots. Although the national legislation sets very tight deadlines (the asylum interview should be conducted within one day of lodging and the first-instance decision taken within one day of the interview), average processing times have nevertheless increased from year to year (Box 10).
Box 10

Issues affecting the efficiency of the fast-track border procedure

The fast-track border procedure involves many stakeholders (the Reception and Identification Service, Frontex, Ministry of Health doctors, the police, GAS and EASO), making good coordination between them essential. A bottleneck at any stage upsets the efficiency of the whole process. In 2018, for example, the shortage of Ministry of Health doctors – as the only ones entitled to conduct vulnerability assessments – at the hotspots affected the efficiency of the whole procedure, thereby increasing the backlog. Another example is the different identification numbers issued by Ministry of Health doctors and the Reception and Identification Service. This complicated the identification of vulnerable asylum seekers and the processing of their cases.

The vast majority of applicants (74 % in 2018) are categorised as vulnerable and excluded from the fast-track border procedure. In some cases (neither GAS nor EASO collect precise statistics), GAS overturned the vulnerability assessment performed by EASO and referred the case for further medical examination. This further prolonged the asylum procedure for the individuals concerned. Furthermore, GAS systematically overturns inadmissibility opinions for non-Syrians issued by EASO (Box 7).

Appeals should be discussed within 3 days and decisions then taken within 2 days of the discussion or the submission of a complementary report. However, the average processing time in 2018 was 171 days (Figure 17).

By the end of 2018, only 1 806 of the 8 928 migrants eligible for return had actually been returned to Turkey under the EU-Turkey statement.

111 The situation is even more problematic when it comes to the regular and accelerated procedures.

36 From August 2018, there were no Ministry of Health doctors in Chios while the two doctors posted on Lesbos resigned at the end of October 2018. On the islands of Leros, Samos and Kos, from December 2017, there was mostly one Ministry of Health doctor per island hotspot.

112 The average time from registration to first-instance decision under the regular procedure climbed from 84 days in 2016 to 241 days in 2018. This period is likely to lengthen further, as we found examples of asylum seekers filing applications in 2018 and receiving appointments for an interview in 2022 or even 2023.

113 Under the accelerated procedure for applicants from Syria, Palestine or without nationality, the average time from registration to first-instance decision more than doubled from 142 days in 2016 to 303 days in 2018. We noted cases of Syrians applying in 2018 not being offered an interview until March 2021, indicating a risk that this period will increase.

114 This creates a paradox for the admissible Syrians and vulnerable applicants on the islands\(^39\). Even though they have had their geographical restriction lifted and can leave the islands, they have to wait much longer for their case to be examined on merit on the mainland than if they had stayed in the fast-track border procedure on the islands\(^40\).

**Appeal authorities are overloaded**

115 Greece has made an effort to boost the capacity of its appeal authorities. In December 2018 the number of appeal committees increased from 12 to 20. This greater capacity is very much needed to avoid the situation seen in 2017, when backlog committees were still clearing pre-2013 pending appeals (see AMIF NP project GR-1 in *Annex IV*).

116 At the end of 2018, 13 755\(^41\) cases were pending with the appeal authorities. A considerable share of negative first-instance decisions (which have accounted for

---

38 By the end of 2018, all 3 737 non-Syrian cases had been admitted for an examination of their merits in Greece, except for two Palestinian cases deemed inadmissible.

39 889 admissible Syrians and 42 288 vulnerable migrants by the end 2018.

40 According to the Greek Council of Refugees, some vulnerable applicants from Palestine (with a high recognition rate and a real chance of obtaining international protection) prefer not be identified as vulnerable in order to stay in the fast-track border procedure and have their case processed faster.

41 These, however, do not include the cases at the level of the higher courts and Council of State, for which no data was provided.
almost half of such decisions since 2013) moves to the appeal stage, placing additional pressure on the appeal authorities. Average processing times on both the mainland and the islands lengthened between 2016 and 2018.

117 No AMIF-funded project is planned to support the appeal committees, and EASO support is limited because of its involvement at the first-instance stage.

Indications of declining quality of first-instance decisions on the islands

118 A possible indicator of the quality of first-instance decisions is the percentage of overturned decisions among the appeals lodged with the appeal authorities. Figure 18 shows a low overturn rate for the mainland, but the situation on the islands has worsened significantly in the last two years. This suggests a decline in the quality of first-instance decisions (17.8 % were overturned by the appeal authorities in 2018).

Figure 18 – Share of negative first-instance decisions overturned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mainland</th>
<th>Islands</th>
<th>Mainland</th>
<th>Islands</th>
<th>Mainland</th>
<th>Islands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.8 %</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
<td>2.2 %</td>
<td>5.2 %</td>
<td>2.5 %</td>
<td>17.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.2 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>0.7 %</td>
<td>2.4 %</td>
<td>1.0 %</td>
<td>5.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.6 %</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
<td>1.5 %</td>
<td>2.8 %</td>
<td>1.5 %</td>
<td>12.6 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Islands: Lesbos, Kos, Leros, Samos, Chios.
No data on positive appeal decisions for humanitarian protection provided.

Source: ECA, based on data from the Greek Appeal authority.
Asylum applications’ backlog shifts to overloaded appeal authorities in Italy

Backlog of pending cases at first instance being reduced

119 The Italian authorities could not generate the information we requested on the yearly evolution in the number of pending cases/backlog since 2015 at the registration, lodging, appeal and final-decision stages. Therefore, this section covers only the number of pending cases/backlog at the first-instance decision stage.

120 Arrivals in Italy have been on a steep downward trend since 2016: in 2017, they declined by 34% compared with the previous year, and in 2018 fell by a further 80% (Figure 19). Asylum applications decreased by 56% from 2016 to 2018.

Figure 19 – Arrivals and asylum applications

Source: ECA, based on data from the Ministry of Interior (arrivals) and Eurostat (applications).

121 The National Asylum Commission (NAC), together with its regional branches, assesses applications for international protection in Italy and is in charge of issuing first-instance decisions. With the support of the national budget, its staffing capacity
grew from 2014 to 2018 (see Figure 20). The staff reinforcement increased the capacity to process applications at first instance.

**Figure 20 – Members of the territorial asylum commissions versus first-instance decisions**

![Graph showing members of territorial commissions and first-instance decisions](image)

**Source:** ECA, based on data from the National Asylum Commission and EUROSTAT.

Until the end of 2017, the NAC was still struggling to handle the growing number of asylum applications. By December 2017, pending cases had swelled to 149,006, placing significant pressure on Italy’s asylum system. Yet this changed in 2018, when the backlog was cut dramatically by 45% thanks to a further increase in first-instance processing capacity, coupled with a significant drop in arrivals. This translated into fewer applications for international protection (Figure 21).
The NAC expects to clear the entire first-instance backlog by the end of 2019. However, when these efforts are combined with the tougher migration policy (abolishment of humanitarian protection and sliding recognition rate\textsuperscript{42}), a large caseload of rejections is expected to move to the appeal stage within a year, which is already overloaded (see paragraph 127 below).

Processing times are lengthening

It is not possible to extract from the Italian IT systems the median or average processing time between disembarkation, making of the asylum application and its registration at a questura.

\textsuperscript{42} The recognition rate in 2018 was 32 %. This included 21 % for humanitarian protection. As the humanitarian protection was abolished, the recognition rate dropped in 2019 (19 % in the first half of 2019).
Under the regular procedure, Italian legislation sets a maximum time of 33 days\(^{43}\) from the date of lodging a claim to the issue of a first-instance decision. \textit{Figure 22} shows that the average processing time increased considerably from 2015 to 2018.

\textit{Figure 22 – Average processing times at first instance in Italy (in days)}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{average_processing_times.png}
\caption{Average processing times at first instance in Italy (in days)}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source:} ECA, based on data from the Italian Ministry of Interior.

A critical issue is the absence of an integrated IT management system that would allow performance tracking from the start to the end of procedure, including the judicial (appeal) stage. Territorial asylum commissions enter appeal decisions manually and are delayed in doing so, impairing the completeness and reliability of data. Not all decisions are systematically submitted to the territorial commission. They need to collect information from the migrants or questure. In addition, territorial commissions are also delayed in uploading their own first-instance decisions. The lack of reliable and timely data on the negative decisions at all stages also impedes the issuance of return decisions by the questure.

\textbf{Appeal authorities are overloaded}

As \textit{Figure 23} shows, a final decision following all possible rounds of appeals can take 4.3 years. Support for the judicial authorities is therefore likely to become the Italian asylum system’s most pressing need.

\footnote{The personal interview must be conducted within 30 days of registration of the application, and a decision must be taken within 3 working days of the interview.}
At the time of the audit, there was no AMIF project to strengthen judicial capacity. EASO identified this need but has so far provided only indirect support: it helps the NAC with cases that reach second instance but does not directly assist the judicial courts of appeal.

Relatively high overturn rate of first-instance decisions by appeal authorities

Figure 24 shows that appeal authorities overturned 33 % of the appealed first-instance decisions in 2018. Although relatively high, this rate had improved slightly on previous years.
**Figure 24 – Share of negative first-instance asylum decisions overturned**

Decisions on appeals submitted between 2012 and 2015.

*Source:* ECA, based on data from the Italian Ministry of Interior.

The actual return of irregular migrants remains problematic throughout the EU

**Low rate of returns throughout the EU**

With a high number of people seeking international protection in Europe since 2015, the low rate at which irregular migrants are returned has become a problem for Greece, Italy and the EU as a whole, as shown in Figure 25. The return rates are even lower if we consider only returns outside Europe. There are many reasons for this, which we analyse below.
Figure 25 – Returns in Greece and Italy

MAIN REASONS for low returns from Greece and Italy:

1. Length of asylum process (paragraph 132)
2. Missing links between asylum and return procedures obstructing coordination and information-sharing (133)
3. Absence of robust and integrated return case management system (134)
4. No mutual recognition and no systematic recording of return decisions in the EU (135)
5. Absconding and difficulty in locating returnable migrants, including the tracking of voluntary departures (136)
6. Insufficient capacity of pre-removal detention centres (137 and 138)
7. Difficult cooperation with migrants’ third countries of origin (139)
8. Low performance of AVRR (140 to 143)

Source: ECA, return rates calculated based on EUROSTAT data.
As regards the implementation of the EU-Turkey statement, the Greek islands had returned only 1 806 irregular migrants in total by the end of 2018. The number of returns under the EU-Turkey statement in 2018 (322) slid even lower than in 2017 (687).

A number of factors weaken the performance of return operations

One of the factors affecting the performance of return operations is the length of the asylum process (see also paragraphs 109 to 114 and 124 to 126). Moreover, regarding the limited number of third country nationals that can be detained, under the grounds allowed by asylum law, the maximum detention period is of six months. When the detention period ends, the migrants are released, and may abscond. Finally, in both Italy and Greece, migrants often make last-minute asylum applications to delay the return procedure.

Good coordination between the asylum and return authorities is essential for optimising information-sharing and automating the issuance of a return decision following a negative asylum decision (Box 11).
Box 11

Link between asylum and return procedures in Greece and Italy

In Greece, third-country nationals are registered as applicants for international protection in GAS’s database called ALKIONI. On the mainland, even though the Police has been granted restricted access to certain modules of this database, it is not automatically alerted when a negative asylum decision is issued in the ALKIONI system. Return decisions are therefore issued only if a person happens to be apprehended. The exchange of information is better on the islands, but remains informal and depends on personal contacts.

Italy does not issue a return decision as soon as a negative asylum decision is handed down. These two types of decision are issued by two separate authorities: the questure and the asylum commissions. The Police has access to the database in which asylum decisions are registered, but it is not automatically alerted when a negative asylum decision is issued. As in Greece, a return decision is also issued only if a person happens to be apprehended.

As mentioned in paragraph 126, the lack of reliable and timely data on the negative decisions at the appeal stages also impedes the issuance of return decisions by the questure.

134 Greece has a centralised IT system (Greek Mapping System) for managing migration, but it is not yet mature in terms of information or functionality. It is not an integrated system charting the entire return process. For example, there is no real-time data on detention. Instead, each pre-removal centre uses its own Excel file and the coordinating unit at the police headquarters has to ask each pre-removal centre to provide regular updates to obtain an overview of the situation. Frontex is supporting Greece with the conversion of its returns process into a digital format.

135 In addition, there is no mutual recognition of return decisions among EU Member States. Until 2018, there was no exchange of information on return decisions within the EU. Since December 2018, return decisions should be systematically entered in the Schengen Information System, making them visible to all Member States.

136 There is also a risk of absconding with voluntary departures. The main cause for this is the absence of a standard system to verify whether a third-country national has crossed the external border of a Schengen country. It is therefore not possible to establish with certainty if a third-country national has actually left the EU, has gone into hiding in the Member State, or has moved to another Member State.
According to the Return Directive\footnote{Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2008.}, the use of detention for the purpose of removal should be limited and subject to the principle of proportionality with regard to the means used and objectives pursued. Detention is justified only when preparing the return or carrying out the removal process, or where less coercive measures would not suffice. The initial period of detention is up to six months. This can be extended by up to 18 months under certain conditions. In Greece, there are currently six pre-removal detention centres on the mainland and two on the islands of Lesbos and Kos. Another is planned on Samos. Conditions in some of the pre-removal centres have been criticised (see project GR-3 in \textit{Annex IV}).

Despite Italy’s efforts, the country’s pre-removal detention centres still have insufficient capacity to accommodate the number of people to be returned (815 places compared to 27 070 return decisions issued in 2018). There is no forthcoming AMIF project addressing this issue.

Another reason for the low rate at which migrants who have been ordered to leave the EU are actually returned is the lack of cooperation from some third countries in identifying and readmitting their nationals (see also paragraph \textit{100 (iv)}). For example, the Cotonou Agreement between the EU and African, Caribbean and Pacific countries stipulates\footnote{Article 13.5c of the Partnership Agreement between the members of the African, Caribbean and Pacific group of states of the one part, and the European Community and its Member States of the other part, signed in Cotonou in June 2000.} that these countries must readmit any of their nationals who are illegally present on the territory of an EU Member State without further formalities. In practice, this legal provision is not respected.

\textbf{Assisted voluntary returns and reintegration face operational challenges}

With no harmonised approach across the EU, AVRR packages vary among Member States. According to the European Parliamentary Research Service, no fewer than 90 specific AVRR programmes have been established by EU Member States, co-financed by the European Union.
AVRR operations have so far represented only a fraction of total returns in Italy (15% in 2018), as multiple issues have prevented the AVRR projects from contributing effectively to solving the returns problem (Box 12).

**Box 12**

Examples of issues hindering the effectiveness of AVRR projects in Italy

In 2015/2016, there was a 1-year gap with no AVRR programme running, due to the transition to the delayed AMIF Fund. No national awareness campaign accompanied the AMIF-funded AVRR projects launched in 2016, and each project carried out its information activities individually (see paragraph 71 on overlap). Moreover, the projects lacked effective outreach activities when they started. The situation was later addressed by introducing dedicated outreach staff: regional counsellors. The targets set for the projects’ indicators were unambitious considering the needs.

A large group of migrants staying illegally in Italy were excluded from the AVRR programme, since, to be eligible, a migrant has to apply in the narrow window of 7-30 days after the issue of a return decision.

The time elapsing from application until approval by the questura or prefecture was long, averaging 37 days (in IT-3 project) and 40 days (in IT-2 project). Since Italy has no accommodation for AVRR applicants, these long waiting times contributed to a high dropout rate of 27%.

Finally, there was a gap in the AVRR programme as, after the projects ended in June 2018, a new call was not published until October 2018. This call was under evaluation at the time of our audit visit in February 2019. The IOM informed us that they had not participated owing to the overly stringent cost-eligibility rules.

---

46 Statistics received from the IOM reveal the following: of the 1,606 AVRR applications received by the agency between January and September 2018, 67 (4%) were not approved, 169 (10%) never received a reply from the authorities, 118 (7%) cancelled their application before approval and 319 (20%) cancelled the application after approval.

47 According to the rules in the last call for proposals, the costs would be eligible only if a migrant was actually returned. As migrants may change their mind up to the last minute, all costs until that moment would need to be borne by the agency.
142 In Greece, the AVRR programme implemented by the IOM is achieving its objectives\textsuperscript{48}. However, reintegration assistance, which supports beneficiaries upon return to their country of origin, is only available for 26 % of applicants. This gap in providing reintegration assistance could have been partially filled by the European Reintegration Network (ERIN) Specific Action Programme\textsuperscript{49}, but Greece has not yet made use of it.

143 Additionally, while the eligibility period for the programme on the mainland is unlimited, migrants on the islands have to apply for AVRR within a very short time (15 days following a negative first-instance decision from GAS).

144 Notwithstanding the above, an example of good practice has been noted at the Attiko Alsos Open Centre for migrants registered for assisted voluntary return and reintegration, which offers a safe environment and support to third-country nationals who volunteer to return to their country of origin (see Box 13).

**Box 13**

**Example of good practice in AVRR**

The Attiko Alsos Open Centre for migrants registered for assisted voluntary return and reintegration, funded under AMIF EMAS, has been set up near the centre of Athens in order to provide shelter to migrants in Greece who have registered for the AVRR programme and who have nowhere to stay until their departure. The beneficiaries are vulnerable migrants, defined for the purpose of the project as pregnant women, single parent families, migrants with medical needs, elderly migrants and destitute migrants. The Open Centre has good transport links and is close to hospitals and consular services. It provides vital services to vulnerable migrants until they return to their country of origin.

---

\textsuperscript{48} According to the IOM, from 1 June 2016 until 14 March 2019, 17,740 third-country nationals applied for AVRR and 15,031 (85 %) returned to their homeland.

\textsuperscript{49} This joint return and reintegration programme aims to implement the third-country nationals’ sustainable return to, and reintegration in, their country of origin, with further cooperation between ERIN partner institutions.
No data on swiftness of return operations

145 Neither the Greek nor the Italian IT systems are able to generate statistics on the swiftness of the return procedures\(^{50}\). As a result, we were not able to assess this aspect.

\(^{50}\) Average processing times from the issuance of a return decision to actual return (for both forced and voluntary returns).
Conclusions and recommendations

146 Our audit examined whether the EU support to migration management (including the hotspot approach) had contributed to effective and swift asylum and return procedures in Greece and Italy. We conclude that there are disparities between the objectives of the EU support and the results achieved. Even though the capacity of the Greek and Italian authorities has increased, implementation of the asylum procedures in Greece and Italy continues to be affected by long processing times and bottlenecks. As in the rest of the EU, returns of irregular third-country nationals from Greece and Italy are low.

147 Of the 11 recommendations we made in 2017 on the hotspot approach in Greece and Italy, six have been fully implemented, two have been implemented as far as the Commission and the Agencies are concerned, and one has not been implemented by Member States (Annex III). Two key recommendations are still under implementation (on the hotspot capacity and the situation of unaccompanied minors in the Greek hotspots), as the situation in the Greek hotspots remains highly critical (paragraphs 23 to 27).

148 Our recommendation that the deployment of Member States experts be sufficiently long has not yet been implemented. Although the Commission and the Agencies have repeatedly called on Member States to deploy more national experts, the shortage of national experts on EASO operations persists. By contrast, Frontex had actually deployed more staff than needed to the Italian hotspots, as it had not adjusted its plans in view of the few sea arrivals. Despite the few return operations, we also noted that a high share of Frontex escort experts for readmission operations to Turkey had only an escort profile and therefore could not be used for any other type of operation (paragraphs 28 to 30).

149 We found that registration and fingerprinting rates at the hotspots had improved significantly, as standard operating procedures had been established and responsibilities clearly divided between the national authorities and the EU support agencies. Nevertheless, a high share of migrants continues to move on to and apply for asylum in other EU Member States, without having their fingerprints stored in the EURODAC database (paragraphs 31 to 34).

150 The emergency relocation schemes, temporary by design, were the first solidarity initiative in the history of European migration policy aimed at the large-scale redistribution of asylum applicants among Member States. However, they did not
reach their targets and so did not effectively alleviate the pressure on the Greek and Italian asylum systems (paragraphs 35 to 41).

151 Indeed, a very low share of potentially eligible migrants were identified and successfully channelled towards applying for relocation (paragraphs 42 to 47).

152 A high share of candidates who applied were actually relocated (80% in Greece and 89% in Italy). Nevertheless, we found a number of operational weaknesses in the relocation process. The Commission has not monitored the relocation process in the countries receiving migrants since February 2018. The temporary relocation schemes expired in September 2017 and no consensus has yet been reached on the Commission’s proposal for a permanent relocation system. In the absence of an agreed relocation mechanism at the EU level, voluntary relocation is taking place on an ad hoc basis, mainly for migrants who disembarked in Italy and Malta (paragraphs 48 to 53).

**Recommendation 1 – Use lessons learned to build on experience for any possible voluntary relocation mechanism in the future**

The Commission should use the lessons learned from the emergency relocation schemes (including from the situation in the receiving Member State after relocation) and build on this experience for any possible voluntary relocation mechanism in the future.

**Timeframe: 31 December 2020**

153 AMIF EMAS was originally designed as a small-scale instrument to address urgent and specific emergency needs. The increase in EMAS funding helped to make the Commission’s crisis support more flexible and responsive. It has become the Commission’s key strategic instrument for rebalancing support towards the countries most affected by the migration crisis, particularly Greece, through complementing their national programme envelopes. This shift occurred without establishing a performance-monitoring framework. The Commission has proposed including emergency assistance under shared management with Member States in the new financial framework 2021-2027 (paragraphs 54 to 64).

154 Of the six EMAS projects examined, only two achieved their targets in full, three met their targets partially and one is still in the early stage of implementation. (paragraphs 65 to 66).
All ten examined projects under the AMIF NPs are relevant. The AMIF NP is a multiannual funding instrument but robust multiannual strategic planning mechanisms are not yet in place in Greece and Italy to ensure that funds are allocated where needed the most (paragraphs 67 to 72).

Of the five completed AMIF NP projects examined, none has achieved its targets fully: three achieved their targets partially, one did not achieve its objectives and, for the last, the data was not sufficient to assess progress. The remaining five projects were ongoing at the time of the audit (paragraphs 73 to 75).

The AMIF performance monitoring framework was set up late and without targets. During the course of the audit, it became apparent that more performance data was needed to facilitate a robust policy evaluation at the EU level (paragraphs 76 to 82).

Recommendation 2 – Strengthen the management of AMIF emergency assistance and national programmes

The Commission should:

(a) define criteria for allocating EMAS funds under shared management with Member States in the next financial framework;

(b) strengthen the performance-monitoring framework by:

(i) ensuring that AMIF EMAS projects contain output and outcome indicators with clear targets and baselines where appropriate, and justifying when this is not the case;

(ii) monitoring and reporting the outcomes achieved by EMAS-funded projects;

(iii) for the new MFF 2021-2027, designing the AMIF CMEF indicators, including their baselines and targets before the 2021-2027 projects start;

(c) implement measures to ensure complementarity and better coordination between AMIF and EASO/Frontex (e.g. in the area of forced returns or support to asylum authorities).

Timeframe: 30 June 2021
The national authorities in both Greece and Italy assess the operational support provided by EASO as relevant and useful. Nevertheless, EASO operational support plans until 2018 were largely input-driven, lacking output and outcome targets to assess the EASO performance. The situation is gradually improving in 2019 (paragraphs 83 to 89).

While the shortage of Member State experts is compensated by interim service providers, the short duration of experts’ deployment remains an issue. EASO operations in the Greek hotspots are affected by security issues, a lack of working space, disagreements on vulnerability assessments with GAS and the systematic overturning of non-admissibility decisions for non-Syrians by GAS (paragraphs 90 to 93).

**Recommendation 3 – Enhance EASO’s operational support to asylum procedures**

EASO should:

(a) adjust its expert deployment model to make it more predictable given the permanent shortage of Member State experts;

(b) complete its performance-monitoring frameworks for Greece and Italy by adding outcome indicators, baselines and targets, and collecting the relevant performance data on all indicators;

(c) work with GAS on overcoming disagreements concerning the vulnerability assessments and admissibility of non-Syrians in the fast-track border procedure.

**Timeframe: 31 December 2020**

Greece and Italy are among the Member States that have not taken full advantage of Frontex’s return potential (extended mandate and increased budget). Apart from the low number of returnees, the existence of two parallel EU-funding instruments supporting the same type of activities (forced returns funded under AMIF national programmes and Frontex operations) explains the situation (paragraphs 94 to 101).
Recommendation 4 – Adjust Frontex’s return support and experts’ deployment in the hotspots

Frontex should:

(a) work with the Commission to ensure complementarity and better coordination between Frontex and AMIF-funded return support;

(b) in the context of the low number of return operations in Greece, no longer deploy single-profile escorts who cannot be deployed for hotspot operations;

(c) adjust the operating plan to make the hotspot staff deployment (including of fingerprinting experts) in Italy more responsive to sea arrival patterns.

Timeframe: 31 December 2020

161 Over the course of the crisis, most irregular migrants coming to Europe have arrived in either Italy or Greece. The two Member States have evolved from countries of transit to countries where migrants apply for asylum (paragraph 103).

162 In Greece, GAS’ processing capacity has increased since 2015, but it is still not sufficient to tackle the increasing backlog of pending asylum applications. The EU-Turkey statement has had a major impact on arrivals but its cornerstone, the fast-track border procedure, is not swift enough. For the regular and accelerated procedures, the situation is even more problematic with interview dates set for as late as 2023 and 2021 respectively. A large caseload of negative first-instance decisions is moving to the appeals stage, which is lacking support and is already overloaded (paragraphs 104 to 118).

163 In the context of the sharp decrease in arrivals and asylum applications, Italy’s current processing capacity at first instance is sufficient. The existing substantial backlog is expected to be cleared by the end of 2019. However, this is expected to result in heavy pressure on the appeal authorities. It took over 4 years for an asylum application lodged in 2015 to reach the final appeal stage. Without adequate support, this lengthy time frame could further increase in the future (paragraphs 119 to 129).
Recommendation 5 – Reinforce the management of the national asylum systems

The Commission and EASO, in cooperation with the national authorities, should:

(a) further increase their support to GAS in clearing the rising backlog at first instance;

(b) provide support to the overloaded appeal authorities in Greece and Italy, while avoiding potential conflicts of interest for EASO in Greece;

(c) propose measures allowing for the systematic collection of performance data on processing times (disaggregated by the type of procedure and key milestones) and on backlogs (disaggregated by key milestones, including different stages of appeal) to facilitate policymaking and performance evaluation, as well as to monitor compliance with EU legislation.

Timeframe: 31 December 2020

164 There were far fewer actual returns than return decisions from both countries and the EU overall. We identified a number of reasons for this (paragraphs 130 to 139).

165 Assisted voluntary return and reintegration is affected by the lack of a harmonised approach within the EU. We found structural weaknesses with the AVRR in Italy. The AVRR programme in Greece is achieving its objectives, but the reintegration package is offered to only 26% of applicants. A dedicated AVRR accommodation facility is an example of good practice increasing the attractiveness of the scheme (paragraphs 140 to 144).

166 No data is collected on the swiftness of return procedures. Moreover, there are no indicators measuring the sustainability of returns, such as the number of returned migrants who attempt to come back to the EU or the success of AVRR reintegration packages (paragraphs 145).
Recommendation 6 – Support further national return procedures

The Commission, in cooperation with national authorities, should:

(a) provide, together with Frontex, further support to address the causes for low returns in Greece and Italy identified in this report, focusing on low returns from the Greek islands and the AVRR in Italy;

(b) take measures to ensure that the existing agreements with third countries to return third country nationals such as the Cotonou agreement and EU readmission agreements, are enforced by third countries and fully used by the Member States;

(c) foster a coordinated approach in the EU for reintegration assistance in third countries of return;

(d) propose measures to allow for the systematic collection of performance data on the swiftness and sustainability of return procedures to facilitate policymaking, performance evaluation and research.

Timeframe: 31 December 2020

This Report was adopted by Chamber III, headed by Mrs Bettina Jakobsen, Member of the Court of Auditors, in Luxembourg at its meeting of 22 October 2019.

For the Court of Auditors

Klaus-Heiner Lehne
President
## Annexes

### Annex I - Financial implementation (in million euros)

#### AMIF EMAS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMIF EMAS</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>131.5</td>
<td>414.9</td>
<td>402.5</td>
<td>126.6</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>1 125.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* EU Commission based on published Annual Work Programmes.

#### AMIF NP Greece:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific objective</th>
<th>NP allocation</th>
<th>Planned commitments end 2018 (**)</th>
<th>Actual commitments end 2018</th>
<th>Actual payments end 2018</th>
<th>Planned commitment level</th>
<th>Actual commitment level</th>
<th>Difference between planned and actual commitments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SO1 Asylum</td>
<td>129.7</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>101.7</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>76 %</td>
<td>78 %</td>
<td>-3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO2 Integration</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>74 %</td>
<td>62 %</td>
<td>13 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO3 Return</td>
<td>132.9</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>74 %</td>
<td>56 %</td>
<td>19 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (*)</td>
<td>287.8</td>
<td>215.6</td>
<td>191.0</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Total AMIF NP allocation for Greece is €328.3 million (including solidarity and technical assistance).

(**) Calculated based on multi annual planning of commitments in the National programme.

*Source:* AMIF Responsible Authority, Greece.

#### AMIF NP Italy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific objective</th>
<th>NP allocation</th>
<th>Planned commitments end 2018 (**)</th>
<th>Actual commitments end 2018</th>
<th>Actual payments end 2018</th>
<th>Planned commitment level</th>
<th>Actual commitment level</th>
<th>Difference between planned and actual commitments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SO1 Asylum</td>
<td>131.3</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>75.6 %</td>
<td>67.5 %</td>
<td>-8.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO2 Integration</td>
<td>159.0</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>144.1</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>72.3 %</td>
<td>90.7 %</td>
<td>18.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO3 Return</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>72.3 %</td>
<td>51.7 %</td>
<td>-20.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (*)</td>
<td>330.7</td>
<td>243.5</td>
<td>253.6</td>
<td>130.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Total AMIF NP allocation for Italy is €394.2 million (including special cases and technical assistance).

(**) Calculated based on multi annual planning of commitments in the National programme.

*Source:* AMIF Responsible Authority, Italy.

#### EASO Operational support:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EASO</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016 (1)</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,6</td>
<td>27,2</td>
<td>24,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest amended budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>45,4</td>
<td>34,0</td>
<td>27,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executed regular budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,2</td>
<td>33,4</td>
<td>26,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused initial budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,6</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td>14,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest amended budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>45,4</td>
<td>14,5</td>
<td>19,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executed regular budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,3</td>
<td>14,4</td>
<td>22,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused initial budget</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) In 2016, the budget was not split by countries. The 2016 initial and amended budget figures cover the entire operational support including other countries and horizontal costs.

*Source:* EASO.
Frontex Return support:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial budget</strong></td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latest amended budget</strong></td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executed regular budget commitments</strong></td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unused initial budget</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: EBCGA.*
## Annex II - Summary assessment of a sample of 20 EU support actions in Greece and Italy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Number</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Project Reference Number</th>
<th>Project Title</th>
<th>Status (as at January 2019)</th>
<th>Initial Amount Allocated (in million €)</th>
<th>Actual Amount (in million €)</th>
<th>Criterion 1 Relevance</th>
<th>Criterion 2 SMART objectives/PAC/ER indicators</th>
<th>Criterion 3 No overlap</th>
<th>Criterion 4 Emergency justified</th>
<th>Criterion 5 Transition to AMIF NP</th>
<th>Criterion 6 Results achieved</th>
<th>Criterion 7 Results reporting monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMAS-GR-1 Greece</td>
<td>HOME/2016/AMIF/AG/EMAS/0039</td>
<td>Ensuring a fair and efficient asylum process, including in the context of the implementation of the EU-Turkey agreement</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAS-GR-2 Greece</td>
<td>HOME/2015/AMIF/AG/EMAS/0031</td>
<td>Return of third-country nationals to their country of origin (5 sub-actions)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAS-GR-3 Greece</td>
<td>HOME/2016/MULT/M/ENH/C/DOD</td>
<td>Support to Greece for the development of the hotspot/relocation scheme as well as for developing asylum reception capacity</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAS-IT-1 Italy</td>
<td>HOME/2017/AMIF/AG/EMAS/0074</td>
<td>Support action for asylum seekers of immigration offices and border police offices</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>project activities not yet started</td>
<td>project activities not yet started</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAS-IT-2 Italy</td>
<td>HOME/2017/AMIF/AG/EMAS/0076</td>
<td>Assisted voluntary return and reintegration from Italy</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAS-IT-3 Italy</td>
<td>HOME/2016/AMIF/AG/EMAS/0048</td>
<td>Reception services for migrants eligible for relocation</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>relocation ended</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-1 Greece</td>
<td>50038616 GR_2017 PR_0032</td>
<td>Support for the clearing of the appeals backlog in the asylum procedure in Greece</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-2 Greece</td>
<td>5004578 GR_2017 PR_0034</td>
<td>Strengthening the asylum process</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-3 Greece</td>
<td>5007787 GR_2017 PR_0030</td>
<td>Structures and operational performance of pre-departure centres</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-4 Greece</td>
<td>5003828 GR_2017 PR_0032</td>
<td>The enforcement of forced returns of third-country nationals</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-1 Italy</td>
<td>5003201 GR_2017 PR_0032</td>
<td>The implementation of assisted voluntary returns including reintegration</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-2 Italy</td>
<td>17/2016/PR/0205</td>
<td>Assistance action</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-3 Italy</td>
<td>17/2016/PR/0312</td>
<td>RESTART AVRR</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-4 Italy</td>
<td>17/2017/PR/0019</td>
<td>Forced returns</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-5 Italy</td>
<td>17/2017/PR/1494</td>
<td>Support multi action</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRONTEX-GR Greece</td>
<td>2018 Return support in Greece</td>
<td>Operation support to Greece in 2018</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRONTEX-IT Italy</td>
<td>2018 Return support in Italy</td>
<td>Operation support to Italy in 2018</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>AMIF NP</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Annex III - Follow up of the recommendations on hotspot approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.1. The Commission, together with the relevant Agencies, should provide further support to Greece in addressing the lack of capacity at the hotspots through:  
- upgrading the accommodation facilities on the islands where hotspots are located;  
- further speeding up the processing of asylum applications (with support from EASO), while providing clear information to migrants as to how and when their applications will be processed;  
- enforcing existing return procedures, where appropriate (with support from Frontex). | Under implementation     | The Commission, EASO and Frontex provided further support to increase the capacity of Greek hotspots by funding new infrastructure projects, supporting all GAS contractual staff and carrying out all readmission operations to Turkey. However, more support is still needed, as the situation on the ground remains critical. |
<p>| 1.2. The Commission, together with the relevant Agencies, should further support Italy’s efforts to increase the number of hotspots, as originally planned, and to take further measures to extend the hotspot approach in order to cover also disembarkations outside the fixed hotspot locations. | Implemented                |                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| 2.1. The Commission, together with the relevant Agencies and international organisations, should help the authorities in both Greece and Italy take all possible measures to ensure that unaccompanied minors arriving as migrants are treated in accordance with international standards, including adequate shelter, protection, access to and prioritisation of asylum procedures and possible consideration for relocation. | Under implementation     | The Commission provided further support by funding new infrastructure projects to improve the situation of unaccompanied minors. EASO started a project in December 2018 to address the urgent situation on Samos. However, more support is still needed in Greece, as the situation on the ground remains critical. |
| 2.2. The Commission should insist on the appointment of a child protection officer for every hotspot/site. | Implemented by the Commission | The Commission insisted on the appointment, but the Italian authorities have not appointed child protection officers in the hotspots. |
| 2.3. The Commission and the relevant Agencies should further assist the responsible authorities through the provision of training and legal advice and continue to monitor the situation and report on action taken and progress achieved. | Implemented                |                                                                                                                                                                                                          |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.1.</strong> The Commission and the Agencies should continue to ask all Member States to provide more experts to cover current needs better.</td>
<td>Implemented by the Commission and the Agencies</td>
<td>Constant shortage of experts provided by Member States for EASO operations in Greece and Italy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.2.</strong> Expert deployments by Member States should be long enough and in line with profiles requested to make the support provided by Frontex, EASO and Europol to Greece and Italy sufficiently efficient and effective.</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
<td>Average deployment duration of EASO and Frontex experts continued to be below 2 months in 2018. High share of single profile escort experts in Greece in the context of low returns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.1.</strong> The Commission, together with the Agencies and the national authorities, should set out more clearly the role, structure and responsibilities of the EU Regional Task Force in the hotspot approach.</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.2.</strong> The Commission and the Agencies should continue to insist on the appointment, by Italy and Greece, of a single person to be in charge of the overall management and functioning of each individual hotspot area on a more permanent basis and on the establishment of hotspot standard operating procedures in Greece.</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.1.</strong> The Commission and the agencies should evaluate, by the end of 2017, the set-up and implementation of the hotspot approach to date and put forward suggestions for further development. These should include a standard model of support to be applied to future large-scale migratory movements, the definition of different roles and responsibilities, minimum infrastructure and human resource requirements, types of support to be provided, and standard operating procedures.</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2. This analysis should also assess the need for further clarifications of the legal framework for the hotspot approach as part of the EU’s external border management.

| Implemented | The Commission recommended the Hotspot Standard Operating Procedures should take the form of a legal act, governmental or ministerial decision or circular, depending on the host Member State’s constitutional requirements. In Italy, the Hotspot Standard Operating Procedures were transmitted to the concerned national authorities in a circular in December 2016. In Greece, the Standard Operating Procedures were published and distributed through an administrative circular in 2017. |
Annex IV - Implementation of AMIF NP projects

Greece

The only completed project in the sample for Greece, **GR-1**, did not fully achieve its main objective to clear the backlog of second-instance asylum cases (14% of second-instance cases had been left uncleared). The project could have benefited from an extension, but this was requested too late and thwarted by legal disputes concerning the remuneration of the Backlog Committee members. When the project ended, 20% of the budget for the project remained unused. Despite the ever-growing backlog (see also paragraphs 106 and 107) that still hampers the asylum procedure, we also noted that no new project was planned to tackle the post-2013 backlog.

Among the ongoing projects audited, **GR-2** on reinforcing the asylum process is achieving its targets in terms of recruiting personnel to strengthen GAS. However, the targets set could prove insufficient in the face of the continuous pressure from the steady inflows of migrants to Greece.

In the context of project **GR-3** supporting the pre-removal detention centres, we visited the centre in Amygdaleza and found the conditions acceptable. However, according to a report by the Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture\(^{51}\), conditions in the pre-removal centres vary largely. In some, detention conditions were very poor to unacceptable, with overcrowding and unhygienic cells.

Project **GR-4** supports the enforcement of forced returns of third-country nationals. Owing to the very low rate of forced returns, the project is unlikely to achieve its targets (see also paragraphs 130 to 139).

Project **GR-5** on assisted voluntary returns has so far met its targets. However, the reintegration package is currently offered to only 26% of AVRR candidates. Meeting the rigid annual targets with +/-10% deviation is a challenge as multiple factors influence migrants’ decisions to benefit from the AVRR (situation in the country of origin, family status, health issues, etc.).

---

\(^{51}\) Report to the Greek Government on the visit to Greece carried out by the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) from 10 to 19 April 2018, Strasbourg, 19 February 2019.
Italy:

**IT-1** met its targets, but the few indicators set were insufficient to demonstrate achievement of the planned objectives. For instance, there was no target set to monitor the achievement of the objective of identifying and referring vulnerable cases. The project spent 84% of its budget.

Both AVRR projects, IT-2 and IT-3, underperformed. *Box 12* gives more information on the AVRR issues in Italy.

**IT-2**, implemented by the Consiglio Italiano per i Rifugiati, managed to return only 49% of the migrants initially planned, despite the project being extended by three months. Its budget was also underspent by 35%.

**IT-3**, implemented by the IOM, met only 12% to 28% of its targets and spent only 15% of its budget. The Italian authorities suspended this AMIF project and decided instead to fund the IOM’s AVRR activities using only national budget resources (with no EU support).

**IT-4** was a project developed by the Ministry of Interior on forced returns. The grant agreement was signed in September 2017 to cover the period 2014-2018. The activities implemented in the first two years (2014 and 2015) represented about 70% of the overall targets and 67% of the budget. At the time of the audit, the Italian authorities had not yet collected data on indicators and expenses for 2016, 2017 and 2018.

The ongoing project **IT-5** includes activities relating to training, the identification of migrants with special needs and the provision of information and assistance. While the training objective has already been exceeded, the other two objectives have not yet been met for the following reasons: a) difficulties in identifying or involving the final beneficiaries; b) a lack of communication on migrant arrivals from local counterparts; c) the significant decrease in arrivals in 2018. The project is scheduled to continue until the end of 2019. At the time of the audit, the authorities were considering adjusting the targets.
Acronyms and abbreviations

**AMIF**: Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund

**AVRR**: Assisted Voluntary Return and Reintegration

**CMEF**: Common Monitoring and Evaluation Framework

**EASO**: European Asylum Support Office

**Frontex**: European Border and Coast Guard Agency

**EMAS**: Emergency Assistance

**EURODAC**: European dactyloscopy fingerprint database

**GAS**: Greek Asylum Service

**IOM**: International Organisation for Migration

**NAC**: National Asylum Commission in Italy

**NP**: National Programme

**RACER**: Relevant, Accepted, Credible, Easy, Robust

**SMART**: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timely

**UNHCR**: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
**Glossary**

**Admissibility procedure:** An assessment performed by national authorities to determine whether an asylum application should be admitted, i.e. examined on its merits. An application is deemed inadmissible if an applicant has been granted international protection in another EU Member State, has come from a safe country of origin, a safe third country or a first country of asylum, or has lodged a subsequent application without any new elements.

**Asylum:** A form of international protection that the EU grants on its territory to those considered refugees under the Geneva Convention, i.e. those fleeing their country of origin owing to a well-founded fear of persecution, or qualifying for subsidiary protection.

**Asylum application:** A formal request for international protection. From the moment the applicant expresses their intent to apply for asylum, their application is deemed to have been made and they benefit from the rights of asylum seekers. The application is then registered by the Member States and deemed to have been lodged once it has reached the competent authorities.

**Detention centre:** A facility holding third-country nationals subject to return procedures in order to facilitate the process where there is a risk of returnees absconding or resisting.

**Dublin unit:** The department of a national asylum authority responsible for applying the Dublin III Regulation.

**Eligibility assessment:** A procedure to determine whether an applicant qualifies for asylum on the grounds of a well-founded fear of persecution in their country of origin.

**EU-Turkey statement:** A series of action points, agreed between the European Council and Turkey at their meeting of 18 March 2016, addressing irregular migration via Turkey to the EU. Under the statement, all new irregular migrants arriving on the Greek islands after 20 March 2016 would be returned to Turkey. It also introduced a resettlement scheme for Syrians.

**Hotspot:** A facility, located at a point on the EU’s external border facing heavy migratory pressure, which acts as a first reception centre where arrivals are identified, registered and fingerprinted.

**Humanitarian protection:** A form of protection granted to those not eligible for either asylum or subsidiary protection but who nevertheless cannot be returned in view of,
for example, personal circumstances such as ill-health or age (including unaccompanied minors), natural disasters or armed conflict.

**Irregular migrant:** A person who is in a country without the necessary authorisation under immigration law.

**Migration:** The movement of a person, or group of people, either across an international border or within a state for a period exceeding one year, irrespective of the causes and means.

**Questura (plural: questure):** The public security body at the provincial level in Italy, with administrative responsibilities relating to immigration.

**Recognition rate:** The share of positive decisions in the total number of asylum decisions for each stage of the asylum procedure.

**Refugee:** A person who has been forced to flee their country because of persecution, war or violence.

**Relocation:** The transfer of people that have a high chance of being granted asylum from one EU Member State to another.

**Return decision:** An administrative or judicial act declaring the stay of a third-country national illegal and imposing an obligation to return.

**Return rate:** The ratio between the number of third-country nationals actually returned and the number ordered to leave the EU in a given year. An imperfect measure of the effectiveness of returns owing to the time lag between the issue of a decision and the actual return.

**Subsidiary protection:** The form of protection granted to a third-country national who does not qualify as a refugee but who, it can be reasonably assumed, would, if returned to their country of origin, be unable to protect themselves from a type of serious harm not covered by the Geneva Convention.

**Voluntary departure:** A departure at the free will of a migrant staying illegally, in compliance with the time limit imposed to that end in the return decision.
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The ECA’s special reports set out the results of its audits of EU policies and programmes, or of management-related topics from specific budgetary areas. The ECA selects and designs these audit tasks to be of maximum impact by considering the risks to performance or compliance, the level of income or spending involved, forthcoming developments and political and public interest.
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In this audit, we assessed whether the EU-funded support action for Greece and Italy had achieved its objectives and whether the asylum and return procedures were effective and swift. We also assessed whether the temporary emergency relocation schemes had achieved their targets and objective. We conclude that there are disparities between the objectives of the EU support and the results achieved. The emergency relocation schemes did not reach their targets. Even though the capacity of the Greek and Italian authorities has increased, the implementation of the asylum procedures continues to be affected by long processing times and bottlenecks. As in the rest of the EU, returns from Greece and Italy are low for the reasons identified in this report.

ECA special report pursuant to Article 287(4), second subparagraph, TFEU.